
• Whilst no individual will be required to pay more than they can afford towards 

the cost of their care, some of the changes consulted on would result in a 

increase in some charges for a small number of individuals 

• Having some mitigations planned in order to allow people to transition smoothly 

on to the new charges is therefore prudent 

• As equity is one of the fundamental under pinning objectives of introducing a 

new charging policy it is important that these mitigations would be applied 

across the board to all of the charges rather than picking and choosing 

services or particular groups 

• Potential mitigation options are outlined below, it may be that a combination of 

these measures is deemed appropriate. 

Mitigation Options



Potential mitigation Advantages Disadvantages
Expected financial impact 

to the Council 

A 2-month notice period

This would be relatively 

simple to implement and 

have only a limited financial 

impact.

This would effectively 

extend the period of inequity 

of the current charges

£5,000 - £10,000 reduction 

in anticipated income

A 3-month notice period As above. As above
£7,500 - £15,000 reduction 

in anticipated income

An extended 6-month notice 

period

As above in regard to the 

ease of implementation

As above in regard to the 

inequity but this will also 

have a moderate financial 

impact on the Council based 

on the expected income 

from the new charges

£15,000 - £30,000 reduction 

in anticipated income

Notice Periods 

Introducing a notice period would give individuals more time to plan for the 

changes and also a longer window to engage with additional support if 

needed. By effectively delaying the charging changes this will have a 

financial impact on the Council in lost income which will vary depending on 

the length of the notice period and also extend the period of inequity of the 

current charges.



Potential mitigation Description Advantages Disadvantages
Expected financial 

impact to the Council 

Create a helpline for 

supporting individuals 

affected

This would allow 

individuals to gain 

greater understanding 

of the charges and be 

signposted to additional 

support such as the 

Debt Advisory Service 

Little financial impact 

on the Council

An increase of demand 

on a current staffing 

group who would need 

to take the additional 

calls. This doesn’t 

ultimately alter the 

financial impact on 

individuals

None, if existing staff 

are used to handle the 

calls – however this will 

draw some staff away 

from their day to day 

roles. 

Apply individual 

waivers where 

appropriate for people 

who are in particular 

hardship

At the Director’s 

discretion an 

individual’s charges 

can be waived in 

extreme 

circumstances.. 

Significant financial 

impact for an individual 

if they should find 

themselves in extreme 

hardship and limited 

financial impact on the 

Council

Waivers are only 

effective on an 

individual basis 

The precise impact will 

depend on the 

individual in receipt of 

the waiver and the 

charges which are 

being waived but as 

these are on an 

individual basis any 

impact on the Council 

would be minimal

Annual Review

An annual review of the 

cost of services would 

allow for increases or 

decreases to charges 

based on the actual 

cost of delivery

This would allow for 

ongoing fair charges 

which track the costs of 

services

This will have no 

impact on individuals in 

Year 1 of the new 

charges being 

introduced

None, as this would 

ensure that charges 

reflect changes in the 

cost to services going 

forward

Other mitigations


